enhance your view

Your local Liniar stockist:

Manufactured
in the UK
For more information and to find your nearest fabricator visit www.liniarwindows.co.uk

Liniar is a new name
in the windows industry
designed by a team with
bags of experience and
a different attitude.

Liniar.. a different type of window company
The Liniar window & door system has been designed from scratch using the
latest CAD software, linked to rapid prototyping machinery, ensuring perfect
results, first time.

The entire Liniar Windows range is manufactured using only lead free material,
achieves the highest window Energy Ratings, has passed all security tests with
flying colours and is proudly manufactured in the UK by a British owned company.

Bristling with advanced features (patent & reg design pending)
you can be confident of a system engineered to exacting standards.

These are just some of the reasons why Liniar is a different
type of window company.
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All Liniar window systems are 100% lead free
All European window companies are committed to eliminating the
use of lead stabilisers in the manufacture of their systems by 2015.
Some companies are still scratching their heads trying to figure out how
it can be achieved. Not Liniar – we have created 100% lead free systems
right out of the box.
We are extremely proud to be one of the few UK window companies
to offer an entirely lead free range of products.
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We believe that everyone has the right to feel
safe in their own home.
That’s why at Liniar we invested heavily in the best facilities and
an industry renowned technical team to ensure our system gained
Secured by Design status by The Association of Chief Police Officers.
With the comfort of knowing the Linear system has been independently
tested you can be reassured that you’re choosing a window system
that has been designed to meet the very highest standards.

BS EN 12608:2003
KM522037

BS7950:1997
KM522039

PAS 23-1:1999
KM522040

PAS 24-1:1999
KM522040
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At Liniar we understand the importance of designing
window systems capable of achieving the highest
Window Energy Ratings (WER’s).
With ever increasing energy costs, and growing environmental concerns,
it’s more important than ever to choose a state of the art system
capable of achieving the highest standards.

Operated by the BFRC (British Fenestration Ratings Council), Window Energy Ratings
(WER’s), are a straightforward way of assessing the thermal efficiency of window systems.

The rating system is recognised and referred to in Part L of The Building Regulations.
Whilst some manufacturers of ageing systems are forced into ever increasing levels
of complexity and expense to ensure their products achieve acceptable ratings,
Liniar products have been designed using the latest software to make the most
efficient use of materials.
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Thermal transfer
through Liniar ‘A Rated’
sash/outer frame

Thermal transfer
through Liniar ‘A Rated’
sash/transom

Thermal transfer
through Liniar ‘A Rated’
outer frame
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As an accredited IS09001 company, Liniar are committed
to providing a high quality product time after time.
All elements of the Liniar window system undergo rigorous quality
procedures in line with BS EN 12608:2003.
The dedicated staff of the Quality Department use specialist equipment
to carry out critical checks on every profile, 24 hours a day.
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At Liniar we understand that your home is as individual
as you are. That’s why the Liniar system is one of the few on
the market to give you a choice of 4 finishes from stock.
The Liniar system is available in white & cream self colour, rosewood
and oak foil finishes, along with foiled on white options.
Whichever colour you choose, all Liniar profiles are easy to clean thanks
to the high gloss finish.
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The response to the launch
of the new Liniar window
system has been overwhelming
with both homeowners and
property developers throughout
the UK recognising the benefits
of installing Liniar windows.
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